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WHO - ABOUT ME
• 2002 Master of Arts in Contemporary European Studies from the

University of Bath (UK, 2002), thesis on European Research Policy.
•

2008-2011 EU dissemination & project consultant, RTD Services
(grant writing, dissemination and management of EU research
projects)

•

January 2012- January 2018 Senior Project & Policy Officer for
open access to publications and research data, European
Commission, DG Research and Innovation

•

As of September 2018 independent EU research specialist & part
time employment at the LBG OIS Center

Key message: Many hats but strictly speaking in a personal capacity, not for any
institution or client

WHAT – THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION PROMOTES OPEN SCIENCE


"As I see it, European success now lies in sharing
as soon as possible, (…). The days of open
science have arrived.”

 Carlos Moedas, Commissioner for Research and

Innovation, speech at "Presidency Conference Open
Science", 04 of April, 2016,Amsterdam

Picture: Wikipedia

WHAT – OPEN ACCESS AS A COMPONENT OF OPEN SCIENCE
My foci:
• open access* to peer reviewed publications
• open/FAIR* research data policy
*Open access to scientific publications = online access
at no charge to the user through self-archiving: deposit of a
copy in a repository where OA is then provided ("Green
OA") and/or OA publishing: immediate OA provided by
publisher ("Gold OA"), often against payment (APC)

*FAIR data = findable, accessible, interoperable,
reusable research data
Source: European Commission

What OA is NOT – OA myths

 Not an obligation to publish

 Not at odds with patenting (see

graph)
 Not inferior quality OA publications

go the same peer review process
 Not imposed by a small group (new)

– nowadays OA is mainstream policy
supported bt all major stakeholders
Source: European Commission/IPR helpdesk

WHY – BENEFITS
Expected benefits:
 Better and more efficient science  reproducibility, avoiding unnecessary duplication, more

citations
 Economic growth:  often difficult for innovative SMEs to access research

 Society:  useful for indivifual citizens but also NGOs (e.g. on climate change)

Some concerns
 Credit  plagiarism
 Predatory publishing  an issue of scientific literacy

 For research data: IP concerns, personal data protection, national security: good reasons not to

make (all) data open

WHERE - OPEN ACCESS IN EUROPE: MULTI-LEVEL GOVERNANCE
 Action at European Level (EC)
 Framework Programmes: FP7- Horizon 2020 – Horizon Europe

 Action at and with the Member States (MS)
 2016 Compet Council Conclusions
 National Actions & Roadmaps (ERA and beyond)
 Funders – Plan S

 Action at Institutional Level
 Implementation and action at individual institutions (universities, research

organisations)

ACTION AT EUROPEAN LEVEL (EC)
THE FRAMEWORK PROGRAMMES

SUPPORT FOR OA IN FP7
 Green open access: pilot action in
 - 7 areas of FP7,
 - best effort' basis
- embargo period 6 months for natural sciences and 12 months for social sciences and

humanities).
- A 2011 survey of projects participating in this pilot found no major difficulties for projects
to comply with these provisions.
- implemented through special clause 39 in the Grant Agreement

 Support for gold open access as an elligible cost during the project & post-grant

pilot with Horizon 2020 funds (now finished)
 No provisions for open research data
 Support projects such as OpenAIRE

OA IN HORIZON 2020: WHERE TO LOOK


Regulation establishing Horizon 2020 (article 18)



Specific Programme (preamble 1.3)



Rules for Participation (article 43)



Work Programme 2014-15 (Introduction 1.5 and relevant areas)



Model Grant Agreement (articles 6.2.D.3, 29.2 and 29.3)



Annotated Model Grant Agreement (reference to Guidelines below)



Guidelines on Open Access to Scientific Publications and Research Data in Horizon
2020



Guidelines on Data Management in Horizon 2020



Source for all documents: Participant Portal (reference documents)
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/home.html

General & abstract
principles

Specific and concrete
implementation

OA IN HORIZON 2020: THE REGULATION

Regulation establishing Horizon 2020
"To increase the circulation and exploitation of knowledge, open access to scientific
publications should be ensured. Furthermore, open access to research data resulting from
publicly funded research under Horizon 2020 should be promoted, taking into account
constraints pertaining to privacy, national security and intellectual property rights"
Open access to scientific publications resulting from publicly funded research under
Horizon 2020 shall be ensured [...].
Open access to research data resulting from publicly funded research under
Horizon 2020 shall be promoted. [...].

OA IN HORIZON 2020: IMPLEMENTATION

 MGA Open access to scientific peer reviewed publications obligatory
 Obligation to deposit and provide Open Access (Green OA) – article

29.2. MGA
 Gold acceptable as long as a copy is deposited. APC costs eligible for

reimbursement (article 6.2.D.3. MGA) without a cap but as part of the
project budget during project duration.
 Authors encouraged to retain copyright and grant licences instead

OA IN HORIZON 2020: IMPLEMENTATION
 Open Research Data Pilot (2014-2016)
 As of the Work Programme 2017: extended to cover all thematic areas of Horizon

2020 ('open by default')

 Projects may still opt-out at any stage (IPR, personal data protection, national security, other

reasons)
 Mainly concerns data underlying publications (other data optional) – more far ranging provisions
in some areas of medical research
 Data Management Plan obligatory by M6 (not part of project evaluation)


Approach: as open as possible, as closed as necessary

FROM OPEN TO FAIR DATA

Source: European
Commission

FROM OPEN TO FAIR DATA
In the past EC policy mainly addressed the
'accessibility' part of FAIR.
 Started off with 'open access to research data’ and the

extended ORD pilot
 Now: openness as one component of FAIR data and aim to
address all of the FAIR aspects in Horizon 2020
 key concept: good data management practices: emphasis on
FAIR data management plan. Voluntary template available on
the participant portal
Source: European
Commission

OA IN HORIZON 2020: OTHER SUPPORT
 A variety of EU funded projects supporting open access: RECODE, FOSTER, PASTEUR4OA etc
 Open Research Europe: (public procurement, under construction) An online platform allowing

rapid, OA publication of
 (i) H 2020 related peer reviewed articles; and

 (ii) H 2020 related pre-prints which meet basic criteria on authorship, non-plagiarism and ethical conduct
 contains mechanisms for open/collaborate/public peer review and a suit of innovative ('alternative')

metrics
 is not a repository, it provides a fast, cost efficient and high quality service to publish in the 21st century
 is intended for Horizon 2020 beneficiaries as a free, complementary service and is thus not compulsory.
 Based on similar actions by funders such as the Gates Foundation and the Wellcome Trust

 Open Science Monitor & Open Science Policy Platform and expert groups

OA IN HORIZON EUROPE

H-E proposal launched by the Commission in
June – negotiations happening now

OA IN HORIZON EUROPE
 The principle of open science will become the modus operandi of the new Programme. It will go

beyond the open access policy of Horizon 2020 and require open access to publications and data
(with robust opt-outs for the latter), and to research data management plans. The Programme will
foster the widespread use of FAIR (findable, accessible, interoperable, and re-usable) data; and
activities that enhance researchers’ skills in open science and support reward systems that promote
open science. Research integrity and citizen science will play a central role, as will the development
of a new generation of research assessment indicators. (Horizon Europe Regulation, Commission
proposal 12).
 Implemented in recital 5, article 10 and article 35 of the Regulation

 However, several EP amendments (Nicca & Ehler reports) would weaken these provisions
 Currently a moving target with an open outcome – open science community should make its

voice heard!

ACTION AT AND WITH THE EU MEMBER
STATES
COMPETITIVENESS COUNCIL CONCLUSIONS (2016)

RECOMMENDATION ON ACCESS TO AND PRESERVATION
OF SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION (2012, REVISED 2018)
PLAN S (2018)

POLITICAL SUPPORT
COMPETITIVENESS COUNCIL CONCLUSIONS 27 MAY 2016
 WELCOMES OA to scientific publications as the default. Target of 100% OA by 2020

 SUPPORTs optimal re-use of data with the underlying principle of "as open as possible as closed as

necessary"
 WELCOMES the intention of the Commission to make research data produced by Horizon 2020 open by

default, whilst recognising the right of opting out
 CALLS on the Commission to promote data stewardship, including DMPs – importance of making data

findable, accessible, interoperable and re-usable (FAIR)
Initiative of the Dutch Presidency

Generally provides strong political support for open access and open science but with no tangible
implementation follow up from the side of Member States

EC RECOMMENDATION ON ACCESS TO AND PRESERVATION OF
SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION
 First issued 2012 together with a Communication (state of OA at the

time) and the ERA Communication: OA as part of ERA – priority 5
circulation of knowledge
 Addressed to Member States

 Provides basis for national self reporting – National Points of Reference

(NPR report, latest issues 2018)

KEY TAKE AWAYS FROM NPR REPORT
 Member States and associated countries believe we are making some

progress with open access

KEY TAKE AWAYS FROM NPR REPORT (FOR OA)
 Member States largely believe that the 2012 Recommendation has been valuable and impactful at

European and national level.

 The majority of the countries have adopted, are implementing or currently discussing policies for open

access to publications at the national level

 The perception shared by multiple countries is that while national funders and some institutions have

good general knowledge about the EU open access policies, there is much less awareness in the majority
of institutions, and at the researchers’ level

 Rewards for practicing Open Science (i.e. the culture of sharing) built into the career assessment and

related education and skills initiatives and strategies is being implemented mostly at the institutional level.

 Only half of the countries monitor the development and/or growth of open access publications at national

level

 For the great majority of countries the transparency of negotiations for 'big deals' on journal subscriptions

and the issue of VAT for digital journals is of importance

A KEY REMAINING CHALLENGE

 The Recommendation is just that:

soft law
sanctioned

which

cannot

be

 But there is appetite among a

significant number of MS for
harder policies
 The Recommendation should be
turned into a Directive or a
Regulation

RECOMMENDATION 2018„UPDATE“
 the Commission decided for a technical update (revision) of the 2012 Recommendation, to reflect

recent developments in research practices towards Open Science as well as recent EU policy
developments: Digital Single Market, EOSC, PSI Directtive (revision).
 The revised Recommendation C(2018)2375 was published on April 15, 2018. Key innovations include:
 MS should not only monitor but

set and implement clear OA policies in national action plans,
providing for (i) concrete objectives and indicators to measure progress, (ii) implementation plans,
including the allocation of responsibilities and appropriate licensing, (iii) associated financial planning.

 The revised Recommendation also reflects developments in areas such as: research data management

(including the concept of FAIR data), the increased capacity of data analytics, text and data mining
(TDM), ongoing developments at the EU level regarding the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC),
skills and competences for open science, incentives and reward systems for researchers.

PLAN S

Robert- Jan Smits,
EC Open Access
Envoy, “architect“
of plan S

Source: Science
Europe, European
Commission

COALITION S – A COALTION OF FUNDERS TO IMPLEMENT PLAN S
 Originally 11 funders: 10 national funders & the European Commission

(including ERC). Coordinated by Sceince Europe
 Some other funders joining – crucial to build critical mass
 A bold plan which has created lots of media attention and has (finally)

sparked dabeate after years of inaction by (some) legacy publishers
 The best chance to achieve open access in Europe but a lot will depend

on the implementation plan, to be delivered by the end of the year

THANKS FOR LISTENING – LOOKING FORWARD TO THE DEBATE

daniel@spichtinger.net

danielsp

https://www.linkedin.com
/in/dspichtinger/
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